Dragon Heart Stone Will Litrpg Wuxia Series
Book
Getting the books dragon heart stone will litrpg wuxia series book now is not type of
inspiring means. You could not on your own going once books amassing or library or borrowing
from your connections to contact them. This is an very simple means to speciﬁcally get guide
by on-line. This online broadcast dragon heart stone will litrpg wuxia series book can be one of
the options to accompany you subsequently having supplementary time.
It will not waste your time. say yes me, the e-book will completely sky you additional thing to
read. Just invest tiny get older to open this on-line revelation dragon heart stone will litrpg
wuxia series book as well as evaluation them wherever you are now.

Cultivation Online MyLittleBrother 2020-11-16 Yuan was born with an incurable illness that left
him blind at a young age and crippled a few years later, rendering everything below his head
useless. Deemed hopeless and irredeemable, his parents quickly gave up on him, and the
world ignored him. In this dark and still world, his younger sister became his sole reason for
living. Watch as this young man reaches for the apex as a genius in Cultivation Online, the
newest VRMMORPG, becoming a legendary ﬁgure in both worlds. --------------------- Disclaimer:
The MC is extremely overpowered and talented but also naive/innocent at ﬁrst due to his
illness. If you cannot wait for character developments and dislike OP MCs, this is not your cup
of tea. Furthermore, the 'Earth' in this novel is not the same Earth we are currently living on so
do not use our common sense for this novel. This is pure fantasy, after all. --------------------- My
other novels: Dual Cultivation/ Inferior Cultivation System
Dragon Heart Kirill Klevanski 2019-09-05 He was born anew in a world where martial arts
were indistinguishable from magic. He only received a neuronet and meaningless desires from
his past life. What lies ahead? He dreamed of adventure and freedom, but those dreams were
taken away from him. The same way his mother, father, and sister had been taken away. They
took the Kingdom, they took his own destiny. But he is willing to wage a war, against the
whole world if need be, to bring everything back. Even if the army opposes him, his sword
won't waver. Even if the Emperor sends the legions, his step won't falter. Even if demons and
gods, heroes and enemies alike are to unite against him, he won't bend to their will. His own
will is iron itself, unstoppable. His name is Hadjar and he heeds the call of the dragon heart
within him.
The Supreme God of Martial Arts 2 Wo Chi Mian Bao 2019-06-05 Traversing back to the
ancient Prime Martial World from modern age, Austin ﬁnds himself in a younger body as he
wakes up. Yet, the young man he possesses was a miserable dimwit, what a bummer! But it
doesn't matter as his mind is sound and clear. Possessing this younger and stronger body, he
will ﬁght his way to become the God of martial arts, and rule the whole Martial World!
Nascent Tony Corden 2018-08-10
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Street Cultivation Sarah Lin 2019-08-17 In the modern world, qi is money.The days of traveling
martial artists and mountaintop masters are over. Power is controlled by corporations,
modernized martial arts sects, and governments. Those at the bottom of society struggle as
second class citizens in a world in which power is a commodity.Rick is a young ﬁghter in this
world. He doesn't dream of immortality or becoming the strongest, just of building a better life
for himself and his sister, who suﬀers from a spiritual illness. Unfortunately, life isn't that
easy...
Inﬂame Dakota Krout 2021-03-31 Invasions and sabotage. Two civilizations doing anything to
exist. War crimes are the norm. Joe takes his ﬁrst step into exile, and is promptly unable to
breathe. This new Zone has a higher concentration of power, magnitudes denser. His ﬁrst task
is to survive, but mere survival is the least of his concerns. The Zone he has landed on has
been in a state of constant war for thousands of years, a tug of war between the Elven and
Dwarven societies. Not choosing a side is the same as declaring both to be your personal
enemy. Though he is resistant, Joe reluctantly decides to go with the group he thinks will help
him grow the most-and is instantly plunged into their bitter war. To gain the freedom he
desires, Joe needs to turn to the less savory aspects of his class. Engulfed by darkness, Joe can
only hope he'll be able to snuﬀ out the light.
A Thousand Li Tao Wong 2020-01-16 Long Wu Ying never expected to join a Sect or become
an immortal cultivator. Fate has diﬀerent plans for the farmer and when the army arrives, he is
conscripted to join them. Given the opportunity to join the Verdant Green Waters Sect, Wu
Ying must decide between his pedestrian, common life and the exciting, blood soaked life of a
cultivator.
Dragon Heart Kirill Klevanski 2021-07 He made a deal with a dragon, getting its heart in
return. He fought monsters to defeat the monster in himself. He won the war, razing one of the
most powerful sects to the ground, and received the highest military rank possible.Now his
path leads him to the very heart of the country -- to the capital -- to receive his title and welldeserved honors. Or is that just an excuse? At the end of his diﬃcult journey, Hadjar will meet
two people: his sister -- his only remaining immediate family and the person he loves most in
the world; and his uncle -- his mortal enemy, the man who killed his parents.
My Summons Are All Gods Zhang Qing Tian Xia 2021-03-18 Jerry traversed across worlds
and arrived in a Beast Summoning era. In this world, everyone could summon their own pets.
Darkness was looming, and the world was in turmoil. Relying on the power of their summons,
many shrines plundered the resources at every corner of the world like tyrants. But when
everyone else was summoning adorable pets that could help them in battle, Jerry discovered
that his summoned pets were a little diﬀerent. Other people's pets are all kinds of beasts, but
Jerry summoned gods from Greek mythology! King of the Gods, Zeus, “Master! I, Zeus, is at
your command!” Athena, “I will fulﬁl all your requests, master!” Poseidon, “I will conquer this
sea in the name of the master!” In constant summons, step after step, Jerry became the
supreme ruler of this world!
Military Academy Skully 2019-02-22 Military Academy, Book One, covers Etana Daedo's early
years and his ﬁrst steps within the Fortescue Military Academy where he forges friendships
which will last a lifetime. The story follows him, his friends and enemies while they attend
Fortescue Military Academy where they learn to build and ﬁght with exos at the ﬁrst year
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cadet level. The young cadets are primarily concerned with their academic and competition
success within the academy. Each squaddie is special in some way, it's up to Cadet Daedo to
bring out their potential in order to facilitate the success of the squad.Daedalus SeriesThe
Daedalus series is a sci-ﬁ story which follows the life of Etana Daedo, who is born in 2130 into
a world obsessed with Mechs for military defence, corporate power and entertainment
purposes.The Squad will evolve as they age and progress through year levels at the Academy,
they have the potential to be the best mech engineers and pilots the world has ever seen but
will they be ready to defend planet earth by the time they graduate?
Project Daily Grind (Mirror World Book #1) Alexey Osadchuk 2017-04-12 A new LitRPG
series set in a virtual world of an online MMORPG game! The ads enthused, "The virtual lands
of Mirror World await you! Live out your most secret dreams in our world of Sword and
Sorcery! Become a Great Wizard or a Famous Warrior! Build your own castle, tame a dragon,
conquer a kingdom! All those desperate, lonely and insecure - Mirror World oﬀers you a
chance!" But Oleg isn't meant to become a great wizard or a famous warrior. He'll never have
a castle of his own. Neither will he ever tame a dragon. And he's deﬁnitely not the type to
conquer a kingdom, however virtual it may be. Oleg is doomed to toil away in the recesses of
Mirror World's mines. His goal is to raise enough money for a heart transplant for his dying sixyear-old daughter. The clock is ticking. Will he make it?
Bringing the Farm to Live in Another World Ming Yu 2021-01-10 Bringing The Farm To
Live In Another World summary: Bringing the Farm to Live in Another World is composed of a
series of chapters where a man awakens in an unfamiliar place. He quickly notices that his life
is not as it should be, and his main mission is to change the behavior and try to rebuild broken
things. However, his body does not function normally, so he encounters diﬀerent problems on
his way. That can be truly challenging but very rewarding at the same time because he has a
chance to fulﬁll life while discovering the real purpose of existence.At ﬁrst, the man starts redeveloping his family, and he also personally grows together with that eﬀort. That's a very
good chance for the entire place where he found himself at the beginning of the book. The
family has better chances to make something valuable and signiﬁcant on the land, while the
single man is quite limited in diﬀerent aspects of life. His mission slowly becomes an epic
journey and a very interesting story. The new place, however, seems strange to him so he
struggles a lot to adapt to the new environment.To overcome various problems with his body,
he is taking diﬀerent types of drugs on a regular basis. The drugs provide some beneﬁts
because he can operate with his body better while on the treatment. However, such
medication also has negative sides, so the situation is not ideal at all. The man still has one
supernatural power despite all the problems he faces in the new places.He is capable to enter
another world, which is, in fact, a farming simulation game. It does not seem useful at ﬁrst.
However, he can ﬁnd normal food in that strange world. And it can be used elsewhere, even in
the regular world. That still does not seem like a big deal, but he is stuck in an unfamiliar
place, and the food is of precious value to him. He can survive without problems thanks to that
supernatural ability because he always has enough food to eat well. That's why this cheat is so
valuable to him. He also ﬁnds out about other happenings in strange places.There are other
inhabitants near him, and their communities are full of diﬀerent intrigues, businesses, ﬁghts,
farming and other events. The man has the possibility to slowly discovers the new places, but
various problems are inevitable in his case. He will also have a chance to get involved in those
happenings of other inhabitants, and you can ﬁnd out many other details if you decide to read
this novel. Like many other online books on this website, Bringing the Farm to Live in Another
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World is constantly growing and the updates arrive almost on a daily basis. So there is always
something new even for the most faithful readers. So if you are a fan of such mixed genres,
you should not miss the opportunity to read this great book
Grayhold: Sky Realms Online Book One Troy Osgood 2019-07-30 Trapped in the game.
Forced back to level 1. What's next, permadeath? Sky Realms Online is the largest and most
popular Virtual Reality MMORPG ever made. Set amongst the mystical, ﬂoating islands of
Hankarth, it's played and enjoyed by millions every hour. Until something goes wrong. Unable
to log out, players ﬁnd themselves reduced to level one, and in the starting zones. They
receive a cryptic message from the developers stating that for unknown reasons, they are
trapped in the game and may have to live out their lives within the virtual world. Hall is one of
the those trapped in the game. He's been playing Sky Realms Online as a spear-wielding
Skirmisher ever since the beta. And instead of panicking as many do, he decides to make the
most of it; to play the game and live his new life, all while quietly hoping the developers will
ﬁnd a ﬁx. It doesn't take Hall long to ﬁnd out that, while some aspects of the game are the
same, the diﬃculty level is beyond anything he's ever experienced. Together, with a new party
of trapped players and NPCs with canned answers, Hall will ﬁnd out just how diﬀerent Sky
Realms Online has become, and how playing a game is diﬀerent from living the game...
Experience the start of this unforgettable Fantasy LitRPG Adventure today! It's perfect for fans
of J.A. Hunter, Dakota Krout and Edward Brody.
Dragonheart Adriana Gabriel 1999 Reading level: 2 [yellow].
Ritualist Dakota Krout 2018-03-15 The decision to start a new life is never an easy one, but
for Joe the transition was far from ﬁgurative. Becoming a permanent addition to a game world,
it doesn't take long to learn that people with his abilities are actively hunted. In fact, if the
wrong people gained knowledge of what he was capable of, assassins would appear in droves.
In his pursuit of power, Joe ﬁghts alongside his team, completes quests, and delves into the
mysteries of his class, which he quickly discovers can only be practiced in secret. Ultimately,
his goal is to complete every mission, master every ability, and learn all of the world's secrets.
All he has to do is survive long enough to make that happen.
The Beginning After The End TurtleMe 2021-03-19 I had to accept that I wasn’t just Arthur
Leywin anymore, and that I could no longer be limited by the circumstances of my birth. If I
was going to escape, if I was going to go toe-to-toe with the most powerful beings in this
world, I needed to push myself to my utmost limit...and then I needed to push even further.
After nearly dying as a victim of his own strength, Arthur Leywin wakes to ﬁnd himself far from
the continent where he was born for the second time. Alone, broken, and with no way to tell
his family he’s alive, Arthur must rebuild his strength to survive. As he ascends through an
ancient dungeon ﬁlled with hostile beasts and devious trials, he discovers an ancient, absolute
power - a power that will either ruin him or take him to new heights. But the dungeon won’t
give up its knowledge easily. Before he can plunder its depths, Arthur must learn to untangle
the threads of fate. He must band together with the unlikeliest of allies if he hopes to escape
with his life.
Rage of the Immortals Kanika 2020-11-18 A washed-out soldier accepts a seemingly
generous job oﬀer from a mysterious stranger, and ﬁnds herself introduced to a fantastic new
world, ﬁlled with magick, drama and new experiences. The only drawback is that the boss is a
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slave-driving asshole who has bound her to a life-time contract. Her choices get her caught in
the middle of a struggle between two ancient beings, where she ﬁnds unlikely helpers in the
form of a dirty, ragged, schizophrenic god and a wispy magickal python. This is a story where
gods fall and the fallen rise. This is a story about choices, some easy and intuitive, some hard,
and some heart-breaking, and about the consequences of choosing wrong.
Supreme Magus Legion20 2019-01-23 Derek McCoy was a man who spent his entire life
facing adversity and injustice. After being forced to settle with surviving rather than living, he
had ﬁnally found his place in the world, until everything was taken from him one last time.
After losing his life to avenge his murdered brother, he reincarnates until he ﬁnds a world
worth living in, a world ﬁlled with magic and monsters. Follow him along his journey, from
grieving brother to alien soldier. From infant to Supreme Magus. ------------------------------------------ Tags: Transmigration, Male MC, Western Fantasy Schedule: 12 chapters/week (unless I'm ill
or stuﬀ happens) Chapter Lenght: 1200 - 1400 words Warning: The MC is not a hero nor an
anti-hero. He is a broken, cynic and misanthropic person looking only for his own gain. If you
are looking for a forgiving, nice, MC that goes around saving people in distress, this is not your
cup of tea. Same if you want an unchanging MC with no character development.
My Vampire System JKSManga 2020-04-17 The human Race is at war with the Vicious Dalki
and when they needed help more than ever, THEY started to come forward. Humans who had
hidden in the shadows for hundreds of years, people with abilities. Some chose to share their
knowledge to the rest of the world in hopes of winning the war, while others kept their abilities
to themselves. Quinn had lost everything to the war, his home, his family and the only thing
he had inherited was a crummy old book that he couldn’t even open. But when the book had
ﬁnally opened, Quinn was granted a system and his whole life was turned around. He
completed quest after quest and became more powerful, until one day the system gave him a
quest he wasn’t sure he could complete. "It is time to feed!" "You must drink human blood
within 24 hours" "Your HP will continue to decrease until the task has been completed" More
info, visit: https://www.webnovel.com/
The Magus Era(1) Blood Red 2017-09-20 Long ago, there were people who stood upon the
earth with their heads held high. They never bowed to anyone because of their indomitable
spirit. They were capable of controlling wind and lightning, and conquering dragons and
serpents. They seemed strong enough to split the earth and shatter the stars with their ﬁsts.
They traveled throughout the land and called themselves Magi. Eventually, one of them would
become a Supreme Magus! These men are the ancestors of human beings. Their blood is what
we all share today. Qing Long is the former strongest man in the world. He traveled through
space and time and was reborn as Ji Hao in the Fire Crow Clan of the Southern Wasteland. It’s
a complicated world. Forces from both inside and outside of the clan want this young and
talented boy to die. Under great pressure, Ji Hao makes a deal with a mysterious man, who
resides in his spiritual space, never showing his real face. He gains two drops of blood from a
dragon and phoenix. Afterwards, Ji Hao becomes increasingly more powerful. -------- Releasing:
Everyday
The Feedback Loop Harmon Cooper 2015-07-16 Quantum Hughes' life is stuck on repeat.
While trapped in The LOOP, he struggles to free himself from a glitch that forces him to re-live
the same day over and over.
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Birth of the Demonic Sword Eveofchaos 2019-07-01 "So, that's how my life ends, what a waste
of time it was...". These were the last thoughts of a young man, shot by accident in a ﬁght
between local gangs. Little did he know that he would soon wake up in another world, a world
of cultivation! This is the story of the whoreson of a wealthy family, of a transmigrator that had
no purpose in his previous life, of a demon that will make power his reason to keep on living.
Noah Balvan, after he transmigrated, will have to ﬁght against his social status and the many
diﬃculties of the world he was reborn in to obtain the power to stand free in the sky above
anyone!
Rise of The Undead Legion Biako 2019-08-30 Three years ago Conquest was released,
redeﬁning virtual reality and gaming. ‘An entire world on a server. Dive in and play the RPG to
end all others; explore, create, conquer. LIVE!’ It became an overnight phenomena worldwide.
Dave Ruster grew up without a family to speak of, he had few friends and fewer prospects. He
lives in the same small town where he graduated from high school, and works long hours at a
low-paying job that barely pays for rent and the food on his table. He can’t aﬀord college, but
at least he is not out on the streets. His life is going nowhere, stuck on a treadmill. Until
chance, karma, or providence, call it whatever you believe in, intervenes. Suddenly, David’s
circumstances change. Injured and unable to work, he’s about to lose what little he has. His
fate balances where crisis and opportunity go hand in hand. He can risk it all, seizing the
opportunity to make circumstances work for him, potentially going further and higher than he
ever dreamed. Or he can accept his fate and watch life from the sidelines Join Dave as he puts
all his aspirations and hopes, all that he is, into the game he always wanted to play, Conquest!
It will be a journey of adventure and discovery, victory and loss, as he strives to create a new
future for himself, in-the-game and In Real Life. **** Story is currently being proofed by our
Lord Sambraga! (chapters 54+) so please bear with the mediocre quality of writing in the ﬁrst
chaps, it gets much better later on!****
The Relic Guild Edward Cox 2014-09-18 Magic caused the war. Magic is forbidden. Magic will
save us. It was said the Labyrinth had once been the great meeting place, a sprawling city at
the heart of an endless maze where a million humans hosted the Houses of the Aelﬁr. The
Aelﬁr who had brought trade and riches, and a future full of promise. But when the
Thaumaturgists, overlords of human and Aelﬁr alike, went to war, everything was ruined and
the Labyrinth became an abandoned forbidden zone, where humans were trapped behind
boundary walls 100 feet high. Now the Aelﬁr are a distant memory and the Thaumaturgists
have faded into myth. Young Clara struggles to survive in a dangerous and dysfunctional city,
where eyes are keen, nights are long, and the use of magic is punishable by death. She hides
in the shadows, fearful that someone will discover she is touched by magic. She knows her
days are numbered. But when a strange man named Fabian Moor returns to the Labyrinth,
Clara learns that magic serves a higher purpose and that some myths are much more deadly
in the ﬂesh. The only people Clara can trust are the Relic Guild, a secret band of magickers
sworn to protect the Labyrinth. But the Relic Guild are now too few. To truly defeat their old
nemesis Moor, mightier help will be required. To save the Labyrinth - and the lives of one
million humans - Clara and the Relic Guild must ﬁnd a way to contact the worlds beyond their
walls.
Throne of Magical Arcana(1) Cuttleﬁsh That Loves Diving 2017-09-21 “Knowledge is
power.” “The so-called God, is but merely a little bit stronger Arcanist.” Carrying a bunch of
knowledge, Xia Feng crossed over.
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Darkening Skies Eden Hudson 2019-08-05 A boy abandoned at an ancient school of warrior
arts. A princess bartered away as a treaty bride. A lurking evil with the power to topple the
world. Ji Yu Raijin is happy to live out his life serving his school, cultivating his life force, and
learning the Path of Darkening Skies, an ancient and noble warrior art-until the day comes
when he has to choose: remain true to the teachings of his path and allow his art to die out or
commit an unforgivable sin and save the world. Second princess Shyong San Koida was born
the only cripple in a dynasty of powerful warriors. With a broken life force, the only way Koida
can contribute to her family's empire is by sealing a strategic alliance to a barbarian leader
with her hand in marriage. But hidden forces within the court conspire to stop the union and
obliterate the Shyong San dynasty at all costs. At the intersection of the servant boy and the
princess's stories lies a secret, malignant art bent on destroying not only them, but the entire
world. Darkening Skies is the ﬁrst novel in the Path of the Thunderbird series, for fans of
wuxia, xanxia, cultivation novels, demon beasts, and all styles of martial arts. Darkening Skies
is written by eden Hudson, enthusiastic but terrible martial arts student and best-selling
author of Jubal Van Zandt and the litRPG fantasy Rogue Dungeon.
Sixth Realm Part 1 Michael Chatﬁeld 2020-10-06 As the ﬁghting competition grips Vuzgal,
the city-state declares its independence and strength.Alva prepares to retake the lost ﬂoor of
Water.The Adventurer Guild hones their blades, training and cultivating. They prepare for war,
for the Willful Institute to reap what they have sown.Erik and Rugrat's travels take them to the
sixth realm, a realm with cities under the sun and dungeons beneath.Not all of Earth's modern
knowledge is used to help or heal. The Beast Mountain Range is United under the Empire.Join
Erik and Rugrat on their Epic Fantasy journey, even a small party's adventures can build a city
and give rise to an Empire.If you love heart-pounding video game action, stats, loot, crafting
and matching of realistic technologies with magical abilities. Well, why aren't you reading
already?Grab the 6th realm part 1 today!
The Supreme God of Martial Arts 1 Wo Chi Mian Bao 2019-05-28 Traversing back to the
ancient Prime Martial World from modern age, Austin ﬁnds himself in a younger body as he
wakes up. Yet, the young man he possesses was a miserable dimwit, what a bummer! But it
doesn't matter as his mind is sound and clear. Possessing this younger and stronger body, he
will ﬁght his way to become the God of martial arts, and rule the whole Martial World!
Supermage Aaron Oster 2019-02-24 Morgan's life is not easy. Growing up on the streets of
City Four, he is constantly shunned by the other citizens. Morgan doesn't mind being ignored.
What he does mind, though, are the constant beatings from the city guards due to his
friendship with Sarah, the city lord's only daughter. Lord Simon wants him dead, but the laws
of the kingdom are on Morgan's side and even the guards won't kill him, just for being seen
near his manor. Morgan's time is running out, though. Lord Simon has deep pockets and his
last visit to the manor may just have put him over the edge. Worse, he is nearing his sixteenth
birthday, and has yet to awaken any abilities. In a world where might makes right, he has
never been one of the mighty. What will he do when faced with a life altering decision and just
how will his decision impact those around him? Warning: This book contains profanity, gore
and content that may not be suitable for children. This book also contains GameLit elements
such as stat sheets, and a form of leveling and experience gain.
Cultivating Chaos William D Arand 2020-05-12 Ash's life is anything but normal these
days.Having unlocked his Dantian, he's grown in power. Grown to the point where he has
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others that depend on him for that power.In this world of martial arts, only the strong and the
ruthless survive.Everyone else is merely a stepping stone on their path of Cultivation, or an
obstacle to be overcome.Or knocked down.A world where the strong rule, and the weak
die.Utilizing the Hall, the voice in his head that calls itself Locke, and all the powers available
to him, Ash has begun his own journey of Cultivation.Except that as a Fated One, his journey is
a narrow and winding path between two cosmic forces. Each one vying for dominance.And that
has nothing to do with what Locke has planned for him.This is his second step in his life as a
Cultivator. Overcoming his ﬁrst tribulation, and solidifying his Dantian.This is a VeilVerse
novel.Warning and minor spoiler: This novel contains graphic violence, undeﬁned
relationships/a full harem, unconventional opinions/beliefs, and a hero who is tactful as a dog
at a cat show. Read at your own risk.
Cultivation Chat Group Legend of the Paladin 2017-10-20 One day, Song Shuhang was
suddenly added to a chat group with many seniors that suﬀered from chuuni disease. The
people inside the group would call each other ‘Fellow Daoist’ and had all diﬀerent kinds of
titles: Palace Master, Cave Lord, True Monarch, Immortal Master, etc. Even the pet of the
founder of the group that had run away from home was called ‘monster dog’. They would talk
all day about pill reﬁning, exploring ancient ruins, or share their experience on techniques.
However, after lurking inside the group for a while, he discovered that not all was what it
seemed...
The Ancient Genes ReincarnatedSaint 2020-08-31 In a place where Magic reigns supreme,
what would our MC do as he ﬁnds himself being rejected by the world. This is the story of a
boy who is lacks the ability to wield mana. After shaming his parents who are considered to be
among the strongest Mages of the era. Our MC stands at the terrace of the School building
planning to commit suicide. What has fate got stored in for our MC. Will he commit suicide ? If
you want to know, join our MC as he struggles to ﬁnd his path. In a world with mysteries and
threats looming, what is waiting for him? ------------------------------------- All the characters and
incidents in this story are imaginary. Please note that the chapter can be a bit slow. So please
be a bit patient and read up to 50 chapter before making any opinion .......................... The
Cover art is made by Valeriexx. And is currently being edited by Devrish. He has been a great
help to me. Join the Discord : https://discord.gg/WTDaPfU DM me @ ReincarnatedSaint#2904
on Discord Instagram ID: @reincarnatedsaint
The Blue Mage Raised by Dragons Virlyce 2017-07-24 Blue mages learn skills from beasts. This
is the story of one fortunate enough to be taken in by dragons.
Dual Cultivation MyLittleBrother 2021-01-30 Su Yang is a powerful Dual Cultivator who was
imprisoned after he oﬀended the Heavenly Emperor. His crime? He committed adultery with
the Moon God’s wife, kidnapped the Dragon King’s younger sister, seduced the Divine
Goddess, and he even tasted the forbidden fruit that is the Heavenly Emperor’s beloved
daughter. Inside the prison, Su Yang meets a mysterious old man who oﬀers him a chance to
leave this place, but that method requires him to experience reincarnation. In his new life, Su
Yang swears to reunite with his partners and hold them in his embrace once again, all the
while ﬁnding new ones along the way. ----------------------- Disclaimer: Dual Cultivation is a unique
method of cultivation where a man and a woman cultivates together by having sex. ---------------------- My other novels: Cultivation Online/ Hero's Carnage
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He Who Fights with Monsters 3 Shirtaloon 2021-09-05 For all that Jason's new life is amazing,
he is about to learn that his new power, wealth, and inﬂuence comes at a price... Riding high
on success, he and his team are looking to the future, preparing themselves for the challenges
to come. Nothing, however, could prepare him for the lessons his enemies have to teach.
When magic is involved, the stakes can be even greater than life and death. While Jason's
personal enemies make plans, the greater foes plaguing his new home have been pushed to
the brink. With one powerful card left to play, they are on a collision course with Jason and his
team. With no one to help and more than their lives on the line, Jason and his companions
must ﬁght with more monsters than ever in the race to grow stronger. With an invincible
enemy already anticipating them, they will learn that sometimes winning the battle is more
important than surviving it. Book 3 in the bestselling He Who Fights With Monsters Series,
coming Fall 2021!
Dungeon Eternium Dakota Krout 2021-09-30
Dark Wizard's Case Kirill Klevanski 2019-10-03 Alexander Dumsky, or Alex Doom, was a dark
wizard. At the age of seventeen, he was convicted of a litany of crimes so long that even the
seasoned investigators, judges, and prosecutors involved in the case could only shudder.Not a
single attorney could be found to defend him in court.But four years later, Alex was released
from prison to become the Professor of Dark Magic. They'd thrown him into the deepest hole
they could ﬁnd, one built for the sole purpose of holding wizards, and then they let him back
out again...Why him? Why then?Oh, you're not surprised to hear talk of wizardry? Well, then
you probably know that the Magic Lens, which was invented in 2032, let humans see and use
magic again.Or do you know?
Dragon Heart Kirill Klevanski 2019-09-09 Best Seller for 2 months #1 in Asian Myth& Legend
eBooks#3 in Fantasy Adventure FictionIn the ﬁrst book, Hadjar lost it all. His body ruined,
parents dead, and his title of Prince replaced by a slave collar. It seemed like Primus had
deprived him of everything. But no one can take away a man's will to ﬁght. Even if his heart
turns into a bleeding stone due to endless grief and suﬀering, it won't matter. The most
important thing was that he still had the will to go on. The thought of taking revenge on his
family's murderers gave him the strength to survive. After receiving a piece of the mighty
Dragon's heart, he regained his strength and enlisted in the army, where he made real friends
and fought by their side in many battles. He started harnessing his new power and acquiring
great knowledge. Hadjar has already had many adventures, but this is only the beginning of
his great journey, full of magical mysteries, palace intrigues, epic battles, tempestuous love
and the cultivation of his power..."Dragon Heart" is one of the top-rated Wuxia LitRPG novels in
Russia.The author has been writing the story for only one and a half years, however, it already
has 1100 chapters spanning 12 books. The whole story is planned out and will have over 2000
chapters and 20 books.The version in Russian has been read over 10,000,000 times. This story
has made Mr. Klevanski the #1 or #2 author on the 4 biggest self-publishing sites in Russia.
Right now, "Dragon Heart" is being translated into English and published chapter by chapter
on several American sites. This novel contains uncensored scenes of battle that may or may
not include depictions of violence and gore. Read it at your own risk. #wuxia #reincarnation
#adventure #matrial_arts #litrpg_elements
Earth Force Shemer Kuznits 2019-04-30 On the ﬁrst day, a mist descended from the heavens
blanketing Earth.On the second day, a cryptic message, 'Infusion commencing', appeared in
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the corner of everyone's eyes. On the third day, the sick were healed and the crippled walked
again. On the fourth day, celebration and joy spread across the globe. And on the ﬁfth day, the
warping began...There was no warning. A mist descended from the sky, disabling all
technology and causing a weird message to appear at the corner of everyone's eye. The
situation grew even worse as animals and people started to warp, transforming into terrible
monsters that prey on the livings. Within months, human civilization had crumbled. Unable to
ﬁght the seemingly-indestructible beasts, the survivors are reduced to cowering in reinforced
shelters. Waiting for the end to come. Helpless. All seemed lost until a few brave souls
discovered the secret of their new reality: the Tec and how to use it to level up. Together they
represent humanity's last best hope for salvation. But they ﬁrst must ﬁnd the answers to the
mystery of their new existence. Their journey will require them to quickly adapt to alien
technology, operate strange spaceships, and even befriend an extra-terrestrial merchant with
an Inferiority Complex.
Dodge Tank Rick Scott 2018-09-22 "There's only one rule...don't get hit." Ryan's life sucks.
His brother is a jerk, his mom is sick, and his legs are next to useless thanks to a neurological
disorder. Plus the world ended two centuries ago from nuclear war. Now, what's left of
humanity live below ground, with the only escape from reality being the massive VR world of
Crystal Shards Online. But even ingame, Ryan's life sucks. Unable to play a combat class due
to his condition, he works as a miner, earning barely enough to get by and not nearly enough
to aﬀord the operation that will save his mom's life. When Ryan discovers an item that grants
the ability to dodge any attack, however, he has the chance to become one of the game
world's most elite and sought after players: a Dodge Tank. But for someone who's never
played a combat class, success isn't so easily had. To save his mom, Ryan will have to
overcome his disability and level his way to the top. But the real-world consequences are more
far reaching than he ever could have imagined and the fate of not just his mother, but
humanity itself, may be resting in his hands... WARNING: Contains RPG mechanics, detailed
party combat and giant boss ﬁghts. If these things do not interest you, then this is not the
book for you! BUY DODGE TANK TODAY!
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